
Preventing suppression of authentic information via 
Hinduism Now broadcasting channel 
 
By the authority vested in me as The Supreme Pontiff of Hinduism and the Head of                
State of Kailasa, The Living Representative of Paramashiva, by the Constitution and the             
laws of Sanatana Hindu Dharma as ordained by Paramashiva in Vedas and agamas, it              
is hereby ordered as follows: 
 
Section 1. Policy. Free speech is the foundation of Kailasa. Our ancestors protected             
this sacred right by freely spreading scriptural knowledge. The freedom to express and             
debate ideas is the fundamental right of all people in a religion that has long cherished                
the freedom of expression; several platforms make selective information accessible for           
humanity, which cannot be allowed. The authentic information has to be known and             
conveyed to all of humanity. Many social media platforms and news channels wield             
immensely if not unprecedented, the power to censor, delete, or disappear information;            
and to control what people see or do not see, shaping the interpretation of public events                
such as (but not limited to) the ongoing religious persecution of Hinduism.  
 
Online platforms are engaging in selective censorship of information, resulting in the            
ongoing genocide of Hinduism being unknown to most practicing Hindus. Most           
authentic content is published and flagged as "inappropriate" even though it does not             
violate any stated terms of service. Online platforms and deleting content with entire             
accounts with no warning, no rationale, invoking inconsistent, irrational, and groundless           
justifications for censoring content restricting the speech of many practicing Hindus due            
to the filtering and censorship of the facts of major global events by many, if not all                 
broadcasting channels.  
 
The Supreme Pontiff of Hinduism and the Head of State of Kailasa, my administration,              
and KAILASA are committed to spreading the authentic information of all events that             
have happened and will happen regarding Hindusim. Encouraging humanity and all the            
2 billion practicing Hindus to understand and engage in free and open debates of such               
events through a Hindu humanitarian initiative - Hinduism Now, a platform for authentic             
sharing and revival of Sanatana Hindu Dharma, its science of enlightenment, culture            
and arts, temple based lifestyle, original scriptures, and other Hinduism-related topics. It            
aims to share the story of persecution against Hinduism. Unknown to the world has              
been overlooked by the mainstream media, it acquaints international audiences with a            
Hindu viewpoint on major global events surrounding Hindus and Hinduism.  



Hinduism Now is the official voice of Hinduism – of 2 billion living Hindus, broadcasting               
news, current affairs, and knowledge via digital platforms in multiple languages to reach             
out to the vast Hindu diaspora. 
It is the policy of my administration and Kailasa to: 

1. Foster clear ground rules promoting free and authentic content only via Hinduism 
Now 

2. To provide only authentic information on all Hinduism-related topics and 
significant global events to be spread to all of humanity 

3. Encourage Hindus around the world to exercise their freedom of speech by 
sending any authentic information on Hinduism related topics and all major global 
events via Hinduism Now 

Sec. 2. Membership and Establishment of a KAILASA'S Hinduism Now Working           
Group. The KAILASA's Hinduism Now working members group, established to foster           
and protect diverse viewpoints in today's digital communications environment where all           
practicing Hindus can and should have a voice.  
 
The working group, co-chaired by the secretary of Dept. of Information and            
Broadcasting, his designee, and the Department of Global Communication secretary          
leading the working member's group shall be composed of a representative from the             
Department of Ministry of Sovereign, Department of Human Services, and the Office of             
Management and Budget (OMB). Such representatives of other executive departments,          
agencies, and offices as the Co-Chairs may, from time to time, designate with the              
concurrence of the head of the department, agency, or office concerned. All Working             
Group members shall be full-time or permanent part-time, officers or subjects of the             
Federal Government of KAILASA. 
 
 
Sec. 3. Responsibilities of the Hinduism Now Working Group. Within one week of             
this order's date, the Working Group shall develop and submit a report that outlines a               
service plan to the Supreme Pontiff. Coordination between all relevant stakeholders and            
executive departments and agencies (agencies) provides Hindus access to all censored           
information on Hinduism topics. The working group shall also collect publicly and            
release all information on various online platforms to educate humanity.  
 
Sec. 4. General Provisions. a. Nothing in this order shall be construed to impair or               
otherwise affect:  

1. the authority granted by law to an executive department or agency, or the head 
thereof; or 

2. the Director of the Office of Management and Budget functions relating to 
budgetary, administrative, or legislative proposals. 



3. This order shall be implemented consistent with applicable law and subject to the 
availability of appropriations. 

4. This order is not intended to, and does not, create any right or benefit, 
substantive or procedural, enforceable at law or in equity by any party against 
KAILASA, its departments, agencies, or entities, its officers, volunteers, or any 
other person, or against any nation's integrity or laws. 
 


